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Introduction

Our community of parents and learners have high expectations of the service that they
receive from the staff at BSQ and the way in which staff conduct themselves on a daily
basis is an essential part of that.

As a teacher you are a professional and the expectation is that you dress in a way that
reassures our community that we are serious about the way in which the school is run and
the way in which we care for our students.

As a member of the support team (admin and academic) you are an essential part of the
service we provide and the same standards apply.

This staff dress code therefore applies to all staff who work at BSQ regardless of role,
experience, past directions or personal preferences.

Dress.
● All BSQ staff should wear trousers, dresses or skirts that are tailored, not

denim, in good, clean condition, free of excessive branded logos, free of
slogans and free of images that might create any concern

● The wearing of a shirt (long or short sleeved) and tie is required for men at all
times

● Skirts and dresses must reach the knees  and shoulders should be covered
● All clothes should be chosen to ensure that no other member of staff or any

student feels uncomfortable – please apply common sense



● Hats and sunglasses are, of course, part of our dress but should never be
worn in the classroom

● Shoes must be work-appropriate (ie not sports shoes, flip-flops, trainers,
canvas, sandals or open-toed)

● NB. Admin staff will be required to wear the uniform provided at all times.

Personal Appearance.

● Tattoos should be discrete and covered where possible. These should not be
liable to cause any offence

● Hair should be neat and appropriately styled for a working environment
● Piercings should be minimal and discrete
● Jewellery should reflect a level of health and safety that is appropriate and

should not cause any offence or negative comment.

Wider School Expectations

● Wear your BSQ lanyard and ID card at all times when on the campus
● If you leave the campus during your breaks, please ensure that you sign in

and out at reception
● Follow the guidelines in the Leave of Absence Policy if you need to book time

for medical or other appointments
● Observe our working hours

For academic staff

o 07:45 - latest arrival time in the morning
o 17:00 (Mondays), 16:15 (Tuesday - Thursday), 15:30 (Friday) – earliest clock

out time in the afternoon.

For admin staff

o 07:45 – latest arrival time in the morning
o 17:30 (Mondays), 16:45 (Tuesday-Thursday), 16:00 (Friday)

Communication with Parents

Our parents are important to us and, when they request a meeting or contact us by email,
we should always respond promptly and politely. Their requests or questions are always
important to them and we can allay many concerns immediately through a prompt response.

Parents are asked to contact the form tutor (secondary) or the class teacher (primary) in the
first instance. If a satisfactory outcome is not reached at that stage, a second appointment
will be made with the relevant Coordinator or Head of School and if the concerns remain,
parents will meet with the Principal.

● All Parental contact should be followed up within 24 hours
● All meetings with parents should be recorded on a meeting sheet, signed by

the attendees and copied to the Head of School. These can be completed
electronically and forwarded or by hand and photocopied.



● All follow up actions agreed must be completed within the timescales and in
the manner discussed.

If any support is required with meetings then a request can be made to your Head of
School.

Social Media

Social media can be a valuable way to share resources, keep updated with developments in
our profession and follow leaders in the field.

The following statements should be read and followed without exception:

● No mention of the school, personnel or students should be made on any personal
social media

● No member of staff should have BSQ students as friends or contacts on any social
media site

● No member of staff should have or use personal contact numbers of students
● Staff should ensure that their personal privacy settings are as high as they can be
● Be aware that any posting on social media is no longer your private property –

exercise extreme caution when sharing photos and comments
● Social media includes WhatsApp
● Students should only receive communications from staff through the school email

addresses, blogs or Google Classroom
● Photographs of students should not be taken on personal phones - ask for a school

camera or ipad

Colleagues

Our relationships with our colleagues are important and can make the difference between a
happy and successful school year and one that is stressful and unproductive.

● Respect the professional skills and contributions of all colleagues
● Always speak politely and respectfully about colleagues
● Understand that all colleagues have different roles and responsibilities and that these

will not always look the same in execution
● If you have any concerns about a colleague either offer your support or refer to your

head of school
● Try to avoid being part of closed groups where others feel excluded

If you require any advice or guidance please speak to your Head of School in the first
instance.
This policy is fixed for each academic year and may be reviewed to reflect current concerns
or improved practices.


